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No. AIBSNLEA CHQ/KRL/2018-19

Dated 09.01.2019

To,
Shri Anupam Srivastava
CMD BSNL,
Bharat Sanchar Bhawan,
H.C. Mathur Lane, New Delhi-110001
Subject

Affairs of Kerala Telecom Circle wherein not issuing the transfers orders of the
Accounts Executives on completion of tenure.

Ref:

AIBSNLEA Kerala circle lr No: AIBSNLEA/Kerala/2017-20/CHQ/142 Dated
24.12.2018

Respected Sir,
We are constraint to bring to your kind notice that CGMT Kerala with an indifferent and biased
attitude is not settling the genuine issues of AIBSNLEA Members which has caused serious
frustration and resentment among our members in Kerala Circle. Recently, out Circle Secretary
Kerala Circle in the above referred letter (copy enclosed) has requested CGMT Kerala Circle to
consider 16 JAOs transfer orders who has completed their tenure and against them already
substitutes have been posted. At present on one post two JAOs are working which is simply wastage
of manpower. Earlier, in accounts & finance wing of Kerala Circle enter BA request/ tenure transfer
orders are being released strictly on completion of two years of tenure with out the active intervention
of the Association. This time only, 16 JAOs request transfers are pending against which the 30 DR
JAOs have been recently posted in various BAs as substitutes.
Thus, naturally these 16 JAOs should have been released in November 2018 only against whom the
substitutes have already been posted. Against this indifferent & biased attitude of CGMT Kerala
Circle, the AIBSNLEA Kerala Circle has been forced to go for agitation and they hold demonstration
on 07th Jan, 2019, but CGMT Kerala Circle is not ready to resolve the issue. It is pertinent to mention
that Kerala Circle is one of the profit making Circle where the harmony between the management
and the association is very much required to avoid any confrontation.
We would therefore request you to kindly intervene in the matter and issue necessary instructions to
the CGMT Kerala Circle to relieve theses 16 JAOs who have already completed the tenure and the
substitutes are posted against them.

With Kind regards,
Yours Sincerely,
Encl: As above
(PRAHLAD RAI)
General Secretary
Copy to:
1. Director (HR) BSNL Board, New Delhi.
2. GM (SR) BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi.

